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Abstract

Conditional on a loan application filed by a small or medium enterprise (“SME”), we

find that the existence of recent loans of that firm with private domestic banks increases

the chance a loan will be granted by a foreign bank relative to a private domestic bank. On

the other hand, recent loans extended by foreign banks or by domestic state-owned banks

do not produce this differential effect. Furthermore, the aforementioned effect vanishes

for large firms. These findings are consistent with a mechanism by which foreign banks

overcome borrower informational asymmetries by relying on their domestic peers’ recent

behavior. Indeed, the higher ability of private domestic banks to access informationally

opaque SMEs, dependent on soft information, makes recent loans with them a more

valuable signal for foreign lenders who lack the same ability.
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1 Introduction

Financial liberalization in a large number of countries allowed foreign bank presence to expand

in the 90’s and 2000’s. Using a rich database that encompasses 137 countries, Claessens and

Horen (2014) show that the average proportion of foreign banks among countries jumped from

20% in 1995 to 34% in 2009. The increase is specially pronounced in emerging markets, where

this proportion rose from 18% to 36% in the same period. In terms of bank assets, Barth

et al. (2013) document an increase in the average share of total bank assets held by foreign

banks from 29% in 1999 to 47% in 2011. However, the potential expected advantages of the

growing foreign banks’ presence in alleviating credit constraints and stimulating competition

is not without limitations. The empirical banking literature points, for example, that foreign-

owned banks usually shy away from extending loans to small and medium enterprises (SME).1

Theoretical arguments relate the cause of such behavior to disadvantages of foreign-owned banks

in processing soft information, since hard data availability for SME firms is usually scarce. (Hard

information is usually simple to characterize in numbers whereas soft information is not). This

problem may be even more severe in underdeveloped countries, where other aspects (eg: weak

enforcement of creditor rights) may compound in contributing to foreign banks focusing only

on a limited group of large and financially transparent firms.

In this paper, we unveil a novel mechanism used by foreign banks to mitigate their informa-

tion disadvantages vis-a-vis private domestic banks. We conjecture that recent loans granted

by other banks to a noncurrent borrower may represent valuable information regarding this

borrower’s financial condition. That is, when deciding whether or not to grant a loan to a non-

current borrower, financial intermediaries may interpret the existence of recent loans granted

to this borrower by other banks as a signal of its quality. This should be particularly true when

foreign owned banks are evaluating SME firms that borrowed from domestic private banks in

the recent past, since the latter may have informational advantages in evaluating the prospects

of informationally opaque firms. Our findings are consistent with this hypothesis.

We argue that Brazil is a good setting to investigate the aforementioned hypothesis. In

contrast to the international pattern, Brazil represents a case where banking internationalization

has contracted in the past. After a large-scale entry in the late 90s, foreign banks have retreated,

being absorbed by their domestic competitors (Fachada, 2008). Therefore, foreign banks that

survived in Brazil can perhaps be seen as the ones who managed to adopt the more successful

strategies to cope with the adverse environment of doing business oversees. One of those

adversities is precisely their informational disadvantage in dealing with SMEs. Thus, to the

extent that foreign banks that remain in Brazil have overcome such challenge, the use of the

Brazilian setting over a recent sample helps us to unveil succeeding informational strategies

1See Berger et al. (2001), Clarke et al. (2005), Mian (2006) Berger et al. (2008) and Giannetti and Ongena
(2012). Some of these papers also point that foreign banks are biased towards foreign owned corporations and
firms that have multiple banking relationships.
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of such banks. In other words, our results are not polluted by other possibly less successful

strategies of foreign banks who decide to exit the country.

In order to explain the mechanisms behind foreign banks’ aversion to SME firms, the liter-

ature usually points to distance-related informational asymmetries. The material geographical

distances between the headquarters and the subsidiaries of foreign banks may imply an increase

of agency problems in the transmission and verification of SME firms’ soft information (Mian,

2006). Regarding organizational distance, foreign banks are also more hierarchic than domestic

banks, thus their various hierarchical layers might impair the proper transmission of soft infor-

mation between the high management and the loan officer generating the information (Stein,

2002; Liberti and Mian, 2009; Canales and Nanda, 2012). Since evaluating and monitoring SME

firms are activities intensive in soft information, foreign banks would be at disadvantage from

this perspective. Cultural distance might also create difficulties for foreign banks to perform

relationship intensive activities, such as lending to SME firms and renegotiating past due credit

obligations (Mian, 2006).

Besides having their loan portfolios more concentrated in large firms, foreign banks may

also employ other mechanisms to substitute away their informational disadvantages in dealing

with SME firms. Beck et al. (2017) shows that foreign owned banks can overcome distance-

related information asymmetries through contract design. By requiring collateral more often

and granting shorter maturity loans, foreign banks can provide services to the same clientele

as domestic banks. Moreover, as long as the loan contract satisfies these conditions, foreign

bank loans don’t present more repayment problems than domestic bank loans. In the same

spirit, Sengupta (2007) competition model shows that foreign banks may require collateral as a

screening device to mitigate asymmetric information problems with domestic banks. In a cross-

country study, Clarke et al. (2005) suggests that strong and accessible credit bureaus might be

important to mitigate informational barriers between foreign and domestic banks. Our paper

relates to those in the sense that we unveil a novel mechanism through which foreign banks can

mitigate informational disadvantages vis-a-vis private domestic banks.

As a way to overcome informational barriers, we test if foreign banks rely on their peers’

recent behavior in order to decide the outcome of a loan application. For that, we match a

comprehensive database of bank-borrower loan information requests to actual individual loan

data. Our data comprises roughly all information requests and loan approvals about firms

located in the city of São Paulo from 2013 to 2016. Information requests about potential

borrowers are filed by banks to the Central Bank of Brazil, who collects and stores loan level

information in its credit registry. According to Brazilian rules, banks are allowed to request

aggregate firm credit information only if they have explicit authorization of the firm. Since

this authorization is automatically given by firms when they engage in a credit relationship, we

focus on information requests for noncurrent borrowers. The requests for noncurrent borrowers

constitute a better proxy for loan applications, since requests for current borrowers might have
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different reasons other than evaluating a loan demand (eg: updating loan credit scores).2 With

this procedure, we intend to disentangle the demand determinants of bank loans through the

loan applications, so we can identify more clearly what drives bank loan supply schedules.

Similar proxies for loan applications are also used by Jiménez et al. (2012) and Jiménez et al.

(2014) in order to analyze the determinants of loan supply in a different context. The authors

highlight the importance of this type of data to disentangle loan supply from demand issues.

To address firm unobservables and firm selection concerns across domestic and foreign owned

banks, our benchmark specification controls for all time varying firm heterogeneity. With firm-

month fixed effects, we focus on firms that made loan applications for different banks within

the same month. We find that when a firm applies for loans in both a domestic and a foreign

bank in the same month, the existence of previous operations in the past 3 months increases

more the probability that the loan will be granted by the foreign bank than by the domestic

bank and that this increase is higher when the firm is a SME. This finding is consistent with

the hypothesis that foreign banks mitigate their information disadvantages by looking at their

competitors’ past behavior towards a given firm. Also, it remarks that this mechanism is

more pronounced in market segments where informational barriers are higher (ie: SME firms).

As a way to evaluate if firm quality signals provided by recent loans vary with the previous

lender ownership type, we further discriminate past credit operations granted by foreign banks

from those granted by private domestic ones. We find that previous new credit operations

with private domestic banks increase the chance a loan will be granted for SME firms by 2.5

p.p. more for foreign banks in comparison to private domestic banks (or equivalently by 22%

of the foreign bank unconditional probability of granting a loan). The analogous estimates

for large firms are close to zero and not statistically significant. Furthermore, previous new

loans with foreign banks do not statistically change the differential probability of a loan being

granted to a SME by a foreign bank in comparison to a domestic bank. We interpret this last

non-significance finding as evidence that previous SME new loans with foreign banks do not

constitute a valuable signal since even banks with informational disadvantages do not make

relatively more use of it.

We also test the effect of previous new loans with public banks. Consistent with the view

that public bank objectives may take into account other considerations beyond profit making,

so that their loans should not constitute a good signal of firm quality, we find no differential

change in the probability of foreign banks granting loans to firms (both large and SMEs) that

borrowed from public banks in the last 3 months in comparison to domestic banks. Overall,

our results are robust, among other factors, to different time horizons for the recognition past

new credit operations (3 or 6 months), to different measures of firm size underlying the SME

2Additionally, the absence of loans with a given firm implies the bank doesn’t have the information usually
gathered through credit relationships, a valuable information about borrower quality (Petersen and Rajan,
1994). Thus, it increases the chances the bank will look after other sources of information to reach a decision.
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definition and for clustering of standard errors in different ways. Our results also stand a very

saturated specification that includes bank-month fixed effects.

Although the mechanism we unveil of a group of banks overcoming borrower informational

asymmetries by relying on their peers’ behavior has not been, to the best of our knowledge,

discussed in the banking literature, the idea that occurrences of new loans convey relevant

nonpublic positive information about the borrower to outside parties is well established in the

literature. For example, James (1987) shows that borrower stocks present abnormal returns in

the time range surrounding bank loan agreements. In comparison, the announcement of other

forms of external finance, such as public straight debt offerings, don’t cause the same impact

on stock prices. Moreover, these findings are not related to the purpose of the loan. James

(1987) states that bank loans reveal inside information of firms, which differentiates them from

other forms of private debt.

It is important to remark that because the dependent variable in our paper is a dummy

that the loan was granted, and not the (unobserved) loan conditions that were offered to the

borrower, competition effects display a latent role in our estimations. Indeed, the related

banking literature discusses the extent to which borrowers become captured if information

gathered through a lending relationship is not public knowledge (Dell’Ariccia and Marquez,

2004). This capability of locking-in a borrower should be higher in market segments with higher

information asymmetries (e.g. SME firms) and should also vary with the ability of banks to

process soft information. In a number of papers this ability is proxied by the geographical

distance between borrowers and lenders, since soft information requires some kind of personal

contact to be gathered and verified (Degryse and Ongena, 2005; Hauswald and Marquez, 2006;

Agarwal and Hauswald, 2010). To the extent that noncurrent borrowers applying for a new

loan already have a previous credit relationship, this might give previous lenders a comparative

advantage to attend these firms’ needs, thus reducing the probability they will get a loan from

a new lender. This “capture effect” should be higher for SME firms, since greater information

asymmetries in this segment might obstruct external lenders competition. Also, the capture

effect is likely to be less effective if carried out by foreign banks, given their disadvantages in

dealing with relationship intensive borrowers. Thus, if anything, the dynamics of the lock-in

effects goes in the opposite direction of our hypothesis and may only underestimate our findings.

This study connects to the literature that investigates theoretically the potential effective-

ness of foreign banks in alleviating credit constraints. While the presence of foreign banks

generally improves conditions for the targeted market segment (typically large firms), some

papers have shown that foreign banks might “cream skim” the pool of borrowers of domestic

banks, intensifying adverse selection problems for the remaining part of the pool, deteriorating

small firms ability to access bank loans (Detragiache et al., 2008; Gormley, 2010). On the

other hand, others argue that foreign banks’ presence enhances small firms access to external

funding, even if this occurs through general equilibrium effects that force domestic banks to
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expand credit to these firms (Dell’Ariccia and Marquez, 2004; Clarke et al., 2006; Giannetti and

Ongena, 2012; Bruno and Hauswald, 2013). None of these papers acknowledges, however, the

potential of foreign banks to follow domestic banks’ decisions, as in our paper, and therefore

may miss a relevant aspect of the general picture.

On the other hand, the distant literature on uniform behavior and imitation can provide

close links to our paper. For example, the Informational Cascades model of Bikhchandani

et al. (1992) helps to rationalize our hypothesis. In their model, binary decisions of agents are

taken sequentially. Each agent observes a private random signal about the quality of the object

under evaluation and the previous decisions taken by its peers towards this object (but not

previous peers’ private signals). The sequence of decisions evolve in a such a way that, with

high probability, agents end up following their peers’ actions independent of their own private

signals. Moreover, with heterogeneity across agent signals’ precisions, agents of more precise

signals act first and others free ride on their decisions. This result closely mimics our narrative

that previous decisions taken by domestic banks towards financing SME firms have a higher

chance of being followed by foreign owned banks.

Section 2 presents summary statistics regarding loan and firm size distributions by bank

ownership type and shows anecdotal evidence that foreign banks also shy away from SME firms

in Brazil (in comparison to domestic banks). Section 3 describes our data and characterizes our

sample. Section 4 presents the empirical strategy. It describes and discusses the econometric

specifications, the hypotheses tested and some identification concerns. Section 5 presents and

discusses our main results whereas section 6 conducts an array of robustness exercises. The last

section concludes.

2 Stylized facts about loan and firm distributions by

bank ownership in São Paulo

Table 1 presents characteristics of the loan and firm distributions of the credit portfolios of

foreign and private domestic banks in São Paulo as well as the distribution on the number of

banks themselves. As we can see, 45% of 132 banks with credit presence in São Paulo are

foreign owned. This number is accounted for at the individual bank level. Despite having

more than 100 participants in São Paulo, the bank loan market is concentrated. In our sample

period, the top 10 banks with more loan applications account for 85% of all loan applications

of noncurrent borrowers.

Foreign banks own a significant share of private loans in São Paulo, roughly 30% of new

loans and 39% of the overall loan amount. They also provide credit services for a considerable

clientele, 70,000 firms.3 Table 1 indicates that the loan size distribution of foreign and domestic

3The total number of borrowers in Table 1 is not the result of the sum of foreign and domestic borrowers
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Table 1: Firm and loan market share by bank ownership

Bank
Ownership

Number of
banks

Number of
borrowers
(thous.)

Number of
loans (thous.)

Total loan
consumption
(BRL 2015

billions)

Foreign 60 70 1,141 227

Private
domestic

72 162 2,809 359

Total 132 208 3,950 586

Note: Market shares computed over a sample of private banks loans to all firms located in the city of São
Paulo from 2012M01 to 2017M06.

banks is clearly different: the average borrower of a foreign bank got 3.2 million reais in bank

loans while the average borrower of a private domestic banks got 2.2 millions. Furthermore,

there is substantial firm size variability both within bank ownership type and within fixed

banks.

Figure 1 presents the distributions of total consumption of loans by firm size according to

the two analyzed bank ownership types. Firm size is measured by maximum outstanding debt

(between 2005 and 2017). Both axes denote percentile levels. Since the total loan consumption

is highly asymmetric along firm size, percentile intervals of different length are employed in

the horizontal axis. In comparison to domestic banks, Figure 1 shows that a larger fraction of

foreign bank loans goes to larger firms. This evidence is also robust to other possible proxies

for firm size such as intervals of gross revenues as informed by the banks themselves. Figure

2 repeats the same exercise of Figure 1, but now proxing firm size by the number of new

loans instead of the total loan consumption. The difference between the foreign and domestic

distributions is even more striking in this case.4

because some firms borrow from both foreign and domestic banks.
4Together, figures 1 and 2 imply that, although a higher fraction of foreign bank loans finances larger firms,

the average loan amount is smaller than those of domestic banks for larger firms.
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Figure 1: Distribution of total loan consumption by bank ownership.

Note: Vertical and horizontal axes are in percent values and denote percentile levels of the total loan
consumption and firm size distributions, respectively. Both blue and red bars add up to 100%. Distribu-
tions computed over the sample of private bank loans to all firms located in the city of São Paulo from
2012M01 to 2017M06.

Figure 2: Distribution of the number of loans by bank ownership.

Note: Vertical and horizontal axes are in percent values and denote percentile levels of the number of
loans and firm size distributions, respectively. Both blue and red bars add up to 100%. Distributions
computed over the sample of private bank loans to all firms located in the city of São Paulo from 2012M01
to 2017M06.
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The previous figures constitute only anecdotal evidence that bank ownership is related to

the degree of SME lending. In those figures, we do not control for different characteristics of

loan demand facing foreign and domestic banks, nor we control for other bank variables that

might be correlated to ownership type. If, for instance, foreign banks are larger on average, the

driving force behind figures 1 and 2 might be bank size rather than ownership.5 Nevertheless,

this anecdotal evidence is consistent with the findings of the banking literature that show that

foreign banks have informational disadvantages vis-a-vis domestic banks regarding lending to

SME firms and may shy away from lending to them (Berger et al., 2001; Clarke et al., 2005;

Mian, 2006; Berger et al., 2008; Giannetti and Ongena, 2012). In the next section we formally

specify our hypothesis that foreign banks mitigate these informational asymmetries by relying

on their domestic peers’ behavior and present an econometric strategy to test it.

3 Data

Our dataset comprises roughly 409 thousand monthly information requests from 2013M01 to

2016M09 filed by banks about potential borrowers matched to the occurrence (or not) of new

loans in the months following the requests. We define as potential borrowers those firms that

don’t have a credit relationship with the bank making the request at the time the request

is made. Requests are stored in a transactional database operated by the Central Bank of

Brazil that records for each request the identity of the bank making the request and the firm

and month to be researched. Requests return aggregate information about the firm debt (e.g.

number of loans, number of banks and the repayment schedule amounts aggregated by loan

type). This credit information is collected and stored in the Brazilian Credit Register, which is

a comprehensive repository of loan-level data that encompasses all loans with more than 5,000

reais.6 We employ credit registry data from 2012M07 to 2016M12. The main piece of data from

the registry employed in our paper will be, however, the months in which new loans are granted

by every bank to every firm. A binary variable indicating whether a new loan is granted up to

3 months after the loan application will be the dependent variable in our regressions. Since we

focus on loans to noncurrent borrowers, loan renewals and renegotiated loans are not a source

of concern.

We interpret the information requests to the credit registry as proxies for loan applications.

Reasons for the requests not related to loan demand are unlikely in our setting. One might

be concerned that banks usually request borrower information to monitor its credit risk, but

this is very much the reason why we focus on information requests for noncurrent borrowers.

It may also be a cause of concern that banks are requesting information to prospect new

5However, this is unlikely the case here. Of the top 20 banks with larger bank assets, the average size of
private domestic banks is roughly twice the size of the average foreign bank.

6Since march/2016, this threshold is 1,000 reais. Nevertheless, we consider only loans above 5,000 reais to
ensure time-consistency of our data.
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loan borrowers. Nevertheless, Brazilian regulation demands that banks have explicit client

authorization to request its credit information stored in the Brazilian credit registry, so it is

unlikely that requests are made to prospect unknown firms with no relationship with the banks.

Nevertheless, it is still possible that banks get the aforementioned authorizations from firms

that are not their current borrowers, nor potential borrowers that demand credit, but just

clients holding current accounts with them. In this situation, banks would be able to consult

the registry about their account holders just for credit prospecting goals. To minimize this

possibility, we exclude from our sample of information requests those carried out in a batch

mode and, consequently, more likely to have been automated to process the list of current

clients of the banks.

The previous months in which past loans were granted to a firm can, in general, be inferred

by the banks by following the trajectory of the firm aggregate debt, obtained through the

requests. On the other hand, the identities of the other (past) lenders are not disclosed by the

registry to the requesting bank (similarly to other loan-level data, like interest rates, loan terms,

LTVs that are also not provided). However, current market practices in Brazil suggest that,

following replies to their information requests, banks go after more disaggregated information

for serious candidates, including the bank identity or at least the ownership of the potential

borrower’s previous lenders. This usually occurs informally through personal contacts between

loan applicants and the banks (eg: bank interviews with firm managers).

We consider only loan applications and loans granted to firms located in the city of São

Paulo, for different reasons. First, given that São Paulo is the financial center of Brazil, the

presence of foreign-owned banks is more pervasive there, so it constitutes a more balanced

environment for our analysis.7 Second and more important, the greater geographical scattering

of foreign banks in Brazil typically unbalances the playing field between foreign and domestic

banks, a characteristic of our setting we want to control for. Indeed, monitoring and screening

costs that require personal contacts between borrowers and lenders, for example, are expected

to be higher the greater the distance between the bank loan officer and the borrower. Thus,

our geographical restriction of borrowers from São Paulo eliminates concerns that foreign banks

are at informational disadvantages in evaluating SME firms because they are, on average, more

distant from potential borrowers. We also exclude financial firms and other very small firms

(of maximum total outstanding debt bellow 30,000 reais).8 Finally, we exclude information

7In march-2015, foreign banks owned 16% of loan officers in Brazil. When we restrict the sample to the city
of São Paulo, this number jumps to 25%. This information is available in the Central Bank of Brazil website.

8The maximum total outstanding debt corresponds to the maximum monthly amount between 2005 and
2017 (in 2005 BRL values) of the sum of outstanding loans, past-due loans, write-offs and guarantees. Since
firm-level data is scarce, we used this measure throughout the paper as a proxy of firm size. It’s a widely used
measure in the Brazilian Financial Stability Report. This exclusion aims at removing firms comprising a single
individual and that behave precisely as individuals, a common practice used in Brazil to reduce employment
taxes and contributions. It also allows the exclusion of some types of bank debt that resemble more loans to
individuals rather than corporate bank loans (eg: credit cards).
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requests filed by public banks, since their behavior is not the primary focus of this paper.

In order to control for bank determinants of loan supply, we employ bank balance sheet data

to build our bank controls. Bank balance sheet data come the accounting database of Brazilian

financial institutions (COSIF). Commonly used indicators of bank financial position, bank

risk and bank efficiency are employed. They include holding of liquid assets over total assets

(liq ratio), capital over risk weighted assets (cap ratio), logarithm of total assets (ln assets),

the share of non-performing loans (NPL), quarterly return on assets (ROA) and the standard

deviation of the annual return on assets (Sd ROA). We also include the growth rate of total

loans (credit growth) to account for recent bank movements to expand or contract its credit

portfolio and total loans to total assets ratio (totalloans) to control for the varying importance of

the credit portfolio of each bank. At the firm level, however, there is a scarcity of available data

in Brazil for SME firms, the focus of this paper. For this reason, our benchmark specification

controls for all time-varying heterogeneity at the firm level through the inclusion of firm-month

fixed effects.

4 Methodology

Equation 1 presents our initial regression specification. f, b, t index an information request

submitted by bank b about firm f in month t. The dependent variable, LoanGranted, takes

the value 1 if a loan is granted to the firm up to 3 months after the information request, and

0 otherwise.9 SME is an indicator variable for small and medium firms. We define SMEs

as those firms with maximum outstanding debt bellow 23 millions (the maximum value taken

over the period 2005-2017 in 2005 BRL values). This threshold encompasses the 99% smallest

firms. Nevertheless, we show in the next section that results are robust to other proxies of firm

size underlying the SME definition. F is a variable that indicates that the loan application

addresses a foreign owned bank. The variable PreviousLoan indicates whether or not the

firm had borrowed from another bank in the last 3 months. The vector Bank contains bank

controls and comprises indicators of liquidity, solvency, risk, efficiency and credit growth, defined

at the bank holding level. Because we lack data on firm controls (particularly for SMEs),

our regression specifications include always firm or firm-month fixed effects, represented by

F. Monthly dummies, M, are also included when possible to control for unobserved common

macroeconomic effects. Finally, some regression specifications introduce bank or bank-month

fixed effects to control for bank unobservables.

LoanGrantedfbt = + β0SMEf + β1Fb + β2PreviousLoanft + γ1Fb • SMEf + γ2Fb • PreviousLoanft

+ γ3PreviousLoanft • SMEf + λFbt • PreviousLoanft • SMEf

+ θ′bBankbt−1 + Fft + Mt + εfbt

(1)

9This definition of the dependent variable closely follows Jiménez et al. (2012) and Jiménez et al. (2014).
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Equation 1 models the probability that a loan is granted conditional on the existence of a

loan application. The coefficient β0 measures how this probability varies if the loan applicant

is a SME compared to a large firm. It may reflect the impact, as seen by the banks, of the

different risk profiles of these two groups of firms. (However, due to our pervasive use of firm

fixed effects we will not be able to identify this coefficient). The coefficient β1 measures the

impact of foreign bank ownership, compared to the private domestic one, on the aforementioned

probability. It may reflect different credit standards or risk appetites between these two groups

of banks. The coefficient γ1 measures the degree by which the loan supply probability to SMEs

of foreign banks differs from that of domestic banks. If foreign banks have greater difficulties

in evaluating relationship intensive borrowers and shy away from them, this coefficient should

be negative.

The coefficient β2 allows us to access if recent loans offered by other lenders affect the

probability that a loan is granted by a new lender. It captures two different effects of opposite

directions. On the one hand, β2 reflects competition effects. Since previous lenders already have

a credit relationship with the firm, they possibly have informational advantages about it over

the current bank to which the application was addressed, therefore making it harder for the

latter to win the latent competition for the new loan (i.e. expected negative β2). On the other

hand, β2 also reflects informational effects since recent loans of potential borrowers might reveal

important positive information about their current creditworthiness. Both competition and

informational effects should be of secondary importance for large, transparent firms but possibly

of material relevance to more opaque SMEs. Indeed SMEs are both more easily captured in

a credit relationship and more rewarded when a positive signal of their creditworthiness are

revealed. The coefficient γ3 measures the net differential impact of these two effects for SMEs

in comparison to large firms.

Informational and competition channels may affect differently foreign banks in relation to

private domestic banks, which is captured by γ2. At least, this is clearly the case for SMEs. Since

foreign banks are at comparative disadvantage in screening firms that rely on soft information

(ie: SME firms), the existence of previous loans of SME firms should constitute more valuable

information for foreign banks than for domestic ones, making the positive informational channel

stronger here. Foreign banks are also less likely to win a latent competition for a new loan given

their informational limitations, making the negative lock-in effect with the past lender stronger

too. The triple interaction coefficient λ measures the net effect of the two channels for SMEs.

If the informational channel is of stronger magnitude, we expect a positive value for λ.

Equation 1 assumes that, following the responses to the information requests about potential

borrowers, banks infer about the existence of recent loans granted to these borrowers by other

lenders. As long as banks file information requests for multiple months, they can see through the

recent trajectory of the firm outstanding debt. Furthermore, even though loan-level information

is not disclosed following information requests, it is common practice in Brazilian credit markets
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for banks to ask for more details to serious candidates for borrowing, including their recent

lenders’ identities and/or their ownership type. In order to check if the signal about borrower

quality given by the existence of recent loans varies according to the past lender ownership,

equation 2 splits recent loans granted by private domestic and foreign owned banks:

LoanGrantedfbt = + β0SMEf + β1Fb + β2PreviousLoan Dft + β3PreviousLoan Fft

+ γ1Fb • SMEf + γ2Fb • PreviousLoan D + γ3Fb • PreviousLoan F
+ γ4PreviousLoan Dft • SMEf + γ5PreviousLoan Fft • SMEf

+ λ1Fbt • PreviousLoan Dft • SMEf + λ2Fb • PreviousLoan Fft • SMEf

+ θ′bBankbt−1 + Fft + Mt + εfbt

(2)

where PreviousLoan D takes the value 1 if the firm borrowed from another private domestic

bank in the last three months and equals 0 otherwise. PreviousLoan F is an analogous variable,

considering recent loans with foreign lenders.

The interpretation of the coefficients of equation 2 is analogous to that of equation 1. The

main difference here derives from the split of recent loans into those supplied by private domes-

tic banks and those supplied by foreign banks, leading to more coefficients to be estimated. If

private domestic banks are better suited to screen SME firms, recent loans with them should

be positively informative about the creditworthiness of such firms and, therefore, of more value

to current foreign banks at informational disadvantages. This translates into an expectation

of λ1 > 0 in equation 2. On the other hand, the signal revealed by recent loans of SMEs with

foreign banks is likely to be materially discounted, if even considered, given the informational

problems of the latter. Therefore, we should expect 0 ≤ λ2 < λ1. Analogous to the previous

equation, it is also possible that lock-in effects play a role in the estimations of the aforemen-

tioned coefficients. Again, they would go in the negative direction, against the informational

channel. SMEs with recent loans with domestic banks are more easily captured than if past

loans were with foreign banks, suggesting coefficient λ1 is the one more effectively influenced

by this negative channel. Thus, if anything, the dynamics of the competition effects may only

underestimate our findings on the informational channel.

In the next section, we also test a specification that includes the effect of past loans with

public banks. The banking literature points both to the possibility of public banks taking

into account political considerations in their loan supply decisions (Carvalho, 2014) and to

their lower performance in comparison to private competitors (Micco et al., 2007; Berger et al.,

2009). Hence, past loans with public banks should not constitute a good signal about the firm

quality; therefore they should not interfere on the relative chances of foreign banks granting

a new loan. If our estimates confirm this history, our hypothesis regarding the importance of

the information conveyed by the existence of recent loans for foreign banks would be further

strengthened.
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Equations 1 and 2 constitute a linear probability model. We avoid estimating a conditional

logit model with firm-month fixed effects, since it would restrict the sample to those firms

that both borrowed and were denied a loan within the same month. Also, a conditional logit

estimation makes the interpretation of marginal effects less direct. Standard errors are clustered

at the bank-month level. Our results are also robust to clustering errors at the bank or at the

firm level.

Our benchmark specification will be the one that uses firm-month fixed effects to control

for all time-varying heterogeneity at the firm level. In this specification, identification of the

parameters of interest necessarily come from firms that applied for loans in both foreign and

private domestic banks in the same month. In this way, we account for firm unobservables that

correlate to the ownership of the bank it decides to apply, to the bank loan granting decision,

to whether or not the firm got previous loans.

Finally, it is important to remark that as long as our bank information requests represent a

good proxy for loan applications, demand for bank loans is controlled for by design. Of course,

the firm can always reject the loan conditions offered by the bank, so even our rich data does not

rule out completely demand side effects in the secondary stages of the loan granting negotiating

process. To the extent that those effects do not differ systematically according to the lender

ownership, this shouldn’t be a cause of concern in our econometric methodology.10

The mean values and standard deviations of all the main variables and the bank controls in

our sample, according to bank ownership type, are shown in Table 2. After loan applications are

filed, roughly 10% of them turn into credit operations. Also, 90% of foreign bank information

requests are about SME firms. This compares to 85% for private domestic banks. Regarding

foreign banks requests, the researched firms are more likely to have borrowed from another

lender in the recent past in comparison to private domestic banks. This finding also holds

when we restrict the previous lenders’ ownership type. Perhaps SME firms internalize that

their chance of getting a new loan from a foreign bank is higher once they borrowed from other

lenders in the recent past, as in our hypothesis.

10Ideally, it would be optimal to observe, following a loan application, the loan conditions offered by bank to
the firm. This seems a very difficult dataset to get a hand on in most settings.
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Table 2: Description and sample statistics of the regression variables

Variable
Description and statistics of the

regression variables
Foreign

Private

Domestic
Total

LoanGrantedfbt = 1 if loan is granted from t to t + 3, = 0

otherwise

0.117 0.099 0.104

(0.321) (0.298) (0.305)

Fb = 1 if the information request was submitted

by a foreign bank, = 0 otherwise

1.000 0.000 0.272

(0.000) (0.000) (0.445)

SME = 1 if information request is about an SME

firm, = 0 otherwise

0.904 0.850 0.864

(0.295) (0.357) (0.343)

PreviousLoan = 1 if the firm borrowed from another bank

from t− 3 to t− 1, = 0 otherwise

0.328 0.225 0.253

(0.470) (0.417) (0.435)

PreviousLoan D = 1 if the firm borrowed from another

private domestic bank from t− 3 to t− 1, =

0 otherwise

0.283 0.179 0.207

(0.451) (0.383) (0.405)

PreviousLoan F = 1 if the firm borrowed from another foreign

bank from t− 3 to t− 1, = 0 otherwise

0.098 0.087 0.090

(0.297) (0.282) (0.286)

PreviousLoan G = 1 if the firm borrowed from a public bank

from t− 3 to t− 1, = 0 otherwise

0.118 0.074 0.086

(0.322) (0.262) (0.280)

Bank controls:

ln assets Logarithm of total assets 25.048 25.851 25.632

(1.628) (2.274) (2.148)

liq ratio Liquid assets over total assets 0.194 0.164 0.172

(0.086) (0.074) (0.078)

cap ratio Capital over risk weighted assets 0.157 0.166 0.163

(0.051) (0.045) (0.047)

ROA Quarterly return on assets 0.004 0.015 0.012

(0.019) (0.018) (0.019)

Sd ROA Standard deviation of the annual return on

assets

0.004 0.003 0.004

(0.005) (0.006) (0.006)

total loans Total loans to total assets ratio 0.562 0.515 0.528

(0.162) (0.089) (0.116)

NPL Share of non-performing loans 0.069 0.058 0.061

(0.034) (0.020) (0.025)

credit growth Growth rate of total loans 0.022 0.006 0.010

(1.013) (0.036) (0.530)

Note: Mean values of every variable displayed by bank ownership type. Standard errors in parenthesis.

Sample statistics computed over the period from 2013M01 to 2016M09.
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5 Results

Table 3 presents OLS estimates of equation 1. From columns (1) to (4), we increasingly saturate

the estimation with fixed effects. Overall, we intend to control for variables that might influence

the lender decision to grant a loan to a potential borrower and that might be also correlated to

the bank ownership, firm size and/or to whether or not this firm borrowed from other lenders

in the previous 3 months.

Column (1) features a number of bank financial characteristics that might be related to the

bank ability or willingness to grant a new loan, including measures of bank size, liquidity, earn-

ings, capital, risk, credit growth and relative importance of credit. It also includes month fixed

effects that aim to control for macroeconomic unobservables that affect loan supply schedules

in a similar fashion across banks. Firm fixed effects are included to control for time-invariant

heterogeneities at the firm level. It controls, for example, for the firm economic sector and the

firm size. These characteristics might change in the long-run for a given firm but are unlikely

to change substantially in a 4 your horizon.

Column (2) introduces individual bank fixed effects, which makes bank control estimates

to differ substantially from column (1). Column (3) adds firm-month fixed effects to equation

1. Therefore, the estimations under column (3) are based on firms that applied for loans in

different banks in the same month. Since the coefficients of interest require variation in bank

ownership, identification of such parameters with firm-month fixed effects comes from firms that

necessarily applied for loans in at least one foreign and one private domestic bank in the same

month. Thus, it controls not only for the unobserved time-varying credit risk of the firm but

also for the self-selection of firms to bank ownership type. In this regard, it reduces concerns

prompted, for example, by the possibility that firms with higher quality are more likely to apply

for loans in foreign-owned banks. This specification is our benchmark.

It is still possible that banks react to each other depending on the current credit market

shares of each one, leading to more aggressive or looser movements in their loan supply policies.

In order to avoid that this fight for market shares confounds the estimation of our effects

of interest, column (4) introduces bank-month fixed effects. So column (4) presents a very

saturated specification that features both firm-month and bank-month fixed effects. It controls

for all time varying heterogeneity at both firm and bank levels that affect loan supply schedules.

Table 3 estimates show that following a loan application, the probability that a loan is

granted in the next 3 months is statistically larger at the 1% confidence level for foreign banks.

However, this increase is nullified if the loan applicant is a SME firm, consistent with the

idea that foreign banks shy away from SMEs (i.e. negative coefficient of F × SME of simi-

lar magnitude to the positive coefficient of F in column (1)). The coefficients associated to

PreviousLoan and PreviousLoan× SME in columns (1) and (2) indicate that the existence

of new loans in the last 3 months has only slightly positive or not statistically significant effect
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on the probability that a loan is granted for large firms, but has material statistically negative

effects for SME firms. This last finding is consistent with the lock-in of SMEs in their recent

lenders, making it harder for the bank to whom the loan application is addressed to win the

new loan.

The heterogeneous effect of PreviousLoan according to the ownership of the current bank is

not robust. Indeed, the coefficient of F×PreviousLoan is not statistically significant in column

(1), is highly significant and negative in columns (2) and (3) and only slightly significant and

positive in column (4). Finally, the triple interaction of SME, F and PreviousLoan is positive

and statistically significant in all columns, consistent with our hypothesis that recent loans

taken out by a SME represent a more important signal of its creditworthiness for foreign banks

in comparison to private domestic ones. The positive sign of the triple interaction reveals that

the SME quality signal employed by foreign banks is strong enough to mitigate potential lock-in

effects by previous lenders.

It is also worthwhile to remark the magnitude of the estimated increases in the probability

that a loan will be granted by foreign banks in comparison to domestic ones due to the existence

of past new loans with other lenders. In our benchmark specification (3), these increases amount

to 10 p.p. for large firms and 26 p.p. for SMEs. In comparison to the foreign bank unconditional

probability, these figures are equivalent to a 9% rise in the probability a loan is granted for large

firms and 22% for SME firms.11. Therefore, not only are our estimated coefficients of interest

statistically significant (standing for example the very saturated specification (4) at a 10% level

of statistical significance) but also their magnitudes are material.

Table 4 presents coefficient estimates of equation 2 that separates past loans according to

bank ownership. Results are qualitatively similar to the previous table. Again, the probability

that a loan is granted is statistically larger at the 1% confidence level for foreign banks but

this increase is nullified if the loan applicant is a SME firm. The existence of new loans in

the last 3 months has slightly positive and statistically significant effect on the probability

that a loan is granted for large firms but only if these past loans were granted by private

domestic banks (see coefficients of PreviousLoan D and PreviousLoan F in columns (1) and

(2)). Perhaps this indicates that the informational signals posed by domestic banks’ past loans

also have a (minor) bearing on large firms. On the other hand, the coefficients associated to

PreviousLoan D × SME and PreviousLoan F × SME in columns (1) and (2) indicate that

the existence of recent loans with both types of banks has material statistically negative effects

on the probability a new loan is granted for SME firms, consistent with the lock-in of SMEs

in their recent lenders. Additionally, this effect is stronger (i.e. more negative) for SMEs that

borrowed from private domestic banks, which suggests a better ability of those banks to capture

their SME borrowers because possibly they are better able to process SME soft information.

11These numbers are calculated through a comparison of coefficient estimates and the unconditional share of
loan granting by foreign banks. For large firms: 0.010/0.117 = 9%; and for SME firms: 0.026/0.117 = 22%.
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Table 3: Linear probability model estimates of equation (1). Dependent variable: LoanGrantedfbt

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Fb 0.024∗∗∗

(0.004)

Fb • SMEf -0.023∗∗∗ 0.001 0.004 0.003

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

PreviousLoanft 0.003 0.006∗∗

(0.002) (0.002)

Fb • PreviousLoanft -0.003 -0.014∗∗∗ 0.010∗ 0.009∗

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

PreviousLoanft • SMEf -0.037∗∗∗ -0.034∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003)

Fb • PreviousLoanft • SMEf 0.012∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗ 0.014∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007)

Bank controls:

lag ln assets 0.000 0.001 -0.009

(0.001) (0.006) (0.006)

lag liq ratio -0.241∗∗∗ -0.006 0.107∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.024) (0.023)

lag cap ratio 0.108∗∗∗ -0.005 -0.048∗

(0.019) (0.024) (0.027)

lag ROA 0.217∗∗∗ -0.006 0.075

(0.059) (0.035) (0.046)

lag Sd ROA -1.019∗∗∗ -0.321 -0.328

(0.201) (0.228) (0.245)

lag credit assets -0.021 0.005 0.057∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.021) (0.020)

lag NPL -0.178∗∗∗ -0.078∗ -0.027

(0.060) (0.044) (0.048)

lag credit growth 0.002 0.000 0.021∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004)

Fixed effects:

Month Yes Yes - -

Bank No Yes Yes -

Firm Yes Yes - -

Firm-month No No Yes Yes

Bank-month No No No Yes

Observations 378,558 378,558 101,067 101,067

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the bank-month level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Columns (1) and (2) present 53,497 firm fixed effects. Columns (3) and (4) present 42,082 firm-month fixed

effects.
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Table 4: Linear probability model estimates of equation (2). Dependent variable: LoanGrantedfbt

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Fb 0.024∗∗∗

(0.004)

Fb • SMEf -0.023∗∗∗ 0.002 0.004 0.003

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

PreviousLoan Dft 0.005∗ 0.007∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.003)

Fb • PreviousLoan Dft -0.008 -0.013∗∗ 0.001 0.001

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

PreviousLoan Fft -0.002 0.000

(0.003) (0.003)

Fb • PreviousLoan Fft 0.008 -0.002 0.017∗∗ 0.016∗∗

(0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

PreviousLoan Dft • SMEf -0.037∗∗∗ -0.032∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

Fb • PreviousLoan Dft • SMEf 0.017∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008)

PreviousLoan Fft • SMEf -0.022∗∗∗ -0.024∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.005)

Fb • PreviousLoan Fft • SMEf 0.001 0.004 -0.005 -0.007

(0.009) (0.009) (0.011) (0.012)

Bank controls: Yes Yes Yes -

Fixed effects:

Month Yes Yes - -

Bank No Yes Yes -

Firm Yes Yes - -

Firm-month No No Yes Yes

Bank-month No No No Yes

Observations 378,558 378,558 101,067 101,067

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the bank-month level. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Columns (1) and (2) present 53,497 firm fixed effects. Columns (3) and (4) present 42,082 firm-month fixed

effects.
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The heterogeneous effect of PreviousLoan D according to the ownership of the current bank

is not robust since F ×PreviousLoan D is not statistically significant in all specifications, but

the (3). The effect of F×PreviousLoan F is also not statistically significant in columns (1) and

(2) but is positive and significant at 5% in models (3) and (4). Our hypothesis does not predict

positive signs for this effect and they indeed become insignificant in some of our robustness

exercises (see next section).

Of most interest to testing our hypothesis are the estimates of F × D × SME and F ×
PreviousLoan F × SME. The former is positive and highly significant at 1% in almost all

specifications whereas the latter is never statistically significant. Recent loans of SME firms are

relatively more informative for foreign lenders in comparison to domestic ones, only when those

loans were granted by domestic banks. Since private domestic banks have informational ad-

vantages regarding lending to SME firms, past loans of SME firms with them should constitute

more valuable information for the group of informationaly disadvantaged banks, the foreign

ones. Note, in particular, that the signaling channel being stronger in the case of SME past

loans with domestic banks help mitigate potential lock-in effects when they are also possibly

stronger (i.e. SME lock-in by previous domestic lenders). It is also remarking that past loans

of SME firms with foreign banks do not display the same additional informational value to

foreign banks (at least in comparison to large firms) because in this case the potential opposing

lock-in effects are weaker. Therefore, the insignificance of F × PreviousLoan F × SME helps

to corroborate our hypothesis that foreign banks overcome borrower information asymmetries

by relying on their domestic peers’ behavior, as expected due to the differential ability of the

latter to process SME soft information.

In our benchmark specification (3), the increase in the probability that a loan is granted

by foreign banks in comparison to domestic ones due to the existence of past new loans with

domestic banks amounts to 2.5 p.p. for SME firms (and null for large firms). This is equivalent

to an increase by 22% of the foreign bank unconditional probability of granting a loan. Again,

the estimated magnitude is material.

We mentioned before that banks have to resort to personal means in order to get informa-

tion from noncurrent borrowers about their previous lenders’ ownership type. In this regard,

the distinct effects of PreviousLoan D and PreviousLoan F , alone and in their interactions,

throughout Table 4, represent an indirect ex-post evidence that banks are aware of this infor-

mation, even if it is not supplied by automatic replies to the bank information requests.

To confirm that informational asymmetries are the driving force behind our results on

the coefficients of most interest, we now explore the possibly heterogeneous signaling effect

of recent loans with government-owned banks (in comparison to private domestic and foreign

banks). We expect that recent loans with public banks do not constitute important information

for other banks’ loan offer decisions. Indeed, public banks may be less productive in screening

potential borrowers due to less advanced technology or their objectives may encompass other
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factors not aligned with those of the remainder of the banks, such as the provision of services

to government owned firms or the financing of firms that have political connections with the

government. For all of that we expect the signal posed by recent loans with public banks to be

seriously discounted by all banks and for all borrowers.

For the new estimations of Table 5, we build a dummy variable, PreviousLoan G, that

indicates whether or nor the firm borrowed from public banks in the last 3 months. We then

incorporate in the regressions the effect of this new variable as well as its interactions with

binary indicators of foreign bank ownership and SME. All of the coefficients associated to

interactions that include PreviousLoan G are not statistically significant in all columns. These

findings suggest that public banks are not efficient in capturing their borrowers. Also and more

importantly, the existence of past loans with public banks doesn’t provide additional valuable

information for foreign banks’ decisions (in comparison to private domestic ones) to grant

loans to noncurrent borrowers, either SMEs or large firms. We interpret these findings as

corroborating our view that past loans with public banks are a weak signal about borrower

quality. Finally, it is worthwhile to remark that the estimates on the coefficients not related to

PreviousLoan G remain qualitatively similar to the previous table. In particular, the coefficient

on F × PreviousLoan D × SME remains positive and highly significant at 1% in all models

whereas the coefficient on F × PreviousLoan F × SME remains statistically insignificant in

all models.
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Table 5: Linear probability model estimates. Dependent variable: LoanGrantedfbt

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Fb 0.023∗∗∗

(0.004)

Fb • SMEf -0.024∗∗∗ 0.002 0.004 0.003

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

PreviousLoan Dft 0.004∗ 0.006∗∗

(0.002) (0.002)

Fb • PreviousLoan Dft -0.009∗ -0.014∗∗ -0.001 -0.002

(0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

PreviousLoan Fft -0.003 -0.000

(0.003) (0.003)

Fb • PreviousLoan Fft 0.007 -0.003 0.015∗∗ 0.014∗

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

PreviousLoan Gft 0.010∗∗ 0.010∗∗

(0.005) (0.005)

Fb • PreviousLoan Gft 0.005 0.007 0.013 0.016

(0.008) (0.008) (0.010) (0.010)

PreviousLoan Dft • SMEf -0.037∗∗∗ -0.032∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

Fb • PreviousLoan Dft • SMEf 0.018∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008)

PreviousLoan Fft • SMEf -0.021∗∗∗ -0.023∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.005)

Fb • PreviousLoan Fft • SMEf 0.001 0.004 -0.006 -0.007

(0.009) (0.009) (0.012) (0.012)

PreviousLoan Gft • SMEf 0.008 0.006

(0.006) (0.006)

Fb • PreviousLoan Gft • SMEf 0.001 0.002 0.002 -0.001

(0.010) (0.010) (0.015) (0.015)

Bank controls: Yes Yes Yes -

Fixed effects:

Month Yes Yes - -

Bank No Yes Yes -

Firm Yes Yes - -

Firm-month No No Yes Yes

Bank-month No No No Yes

Observations 378,558 378,558 101,067 101,067

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the bank-month level. ***, **, and * indicate statistical

significance at, respectively, 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. Columns (1) and (2) present 53,497 firm fixed effects.

Columns (3) and (4) present 42,082 firm-month fixed effects.
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6 Robustness

In this section, we present some robustness analysis to variations in the specifications and

definitions adopted in the previous estimations and also some placebo exercises. In Table 6 each

column represents a modification in relation to our previous setup. For brevity, we present here

only estimates with firm-month and bank fixed effects, our benchmark specification (column

(3) in previous regression tables).

The first new estimation in column (1) deals with concerns that regression errors of banks’

loan supply decisions may be serially correlated. If that is the case, standard errors’ clusters

at the bank-month level would be too narrow, overstating the statistical significance of the

estimated coefficients. For this reason, column (1) defines error clusters at the individual bank

level. Since only 10 banks concentrate 85% of loan applications, clustering at the bank level

allows errors of a large number of observations to be serially correlated. Nevertheless, the

coefficient on F ×PreviousLoan D×SME remains statistically significant at 5% and there is

no increase in significance for the other coefficients. In unreported results, we also verify that

our findings are robust to clustering errors at the firm level.

Next, we verify if our findings are sensitive to the definition of SME firms. With this purpose,

we employ an alternative categorization of firm size based on gross revenues and total assets

categories. We redefine as SMEs those firms with annual gross revenues and total assets bellow

300 millions and 240 millions, respectively (as reported by the banks themselves). Results

for this specification are shown in column (2). After this modification, the triple interaction

is still statistically significant at 5%. Additionally, the coefficient on F × PreviousLoan F

becomes not statistically significant, as expected. In unreported results, we further replace the

dummy variable for SME firms by a continuous variable proxy for firm size, the monthly total

outstanding debt (defined in footnote 8). Our findings also stand this specification.

In all estimations up to this point, the variables PreviousLoan Dft and PreviousLoan Fft

are defined based on 3 months prior to the information request. It is possible, however, that

previous new bank loans further in the past are also informative about the potential borrower

quality, so we modify those variables to account for the granting of new loans in any of the last

6 months. Column (3) presents estimates for this specification. Our results are qualitatively

similar. The coefficient of most interest on triple interaction even reaches back its 1% confidence

level.

It might also prompt some concern the possibility that banks submit multiple information

requests about the same borrower in a short interval. If borrowers approach lenders that just

denied them loans in the very recent past, chances of getting a new loan this time might be

even slimmer. To the degree that this behavior of borrowers correlate with the potential lender

ownership, this may confound our results.12 Hence, we test a specification that filters in only

12Given our focus on information requests to noncurrent borrowers, multiple information requests in a short
period interval are unlikely for firms that were actually granted a loan, since, in this case, they would probably
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bank information requests on borrowers about whom no information requests were filed by this

same bank in the last 6 months. Additionally, to maintain time intervals aligned we keep the

definitions of PreviousLoan Dft and PreviousLoan Fft of column (3), based on 6 months.

Results are displayed in column (4). Despite the large drop in the number of observations, our

finding is still statistically significant at 10%. The coefficient of interest is considerably larger

in this case.

The next robustness exercise examines the implications of splitting the borrower past into

three groups: recent loans with only private domestic banks, recent loans with only foreign

banks and recent loans with both groups. The latter is incorporated by means of the new

variable: F × PreviousLoan D F . Its interactions with the other variables of interest are also

included in column (5). Here, the variables PreviousLoan Dft and PreviousLoan Fft stand

for recent loans with only the respective banking group. It may be the case that borrowers

frequently take out loans from both banking ownership types within a short time interval.

Therefore, one might be concerned that the signaling channel we captured in our estimations

so far is driven by the existence of recent loans granted by both groups of banks and not just

by the private domestic ones. Column (5) alleviates this concern by showing that the variable

F×PreviousLoan D F ×SME is not statistically significant whereas F×PreviousLoan D×
SME remains significant at 1%. On the other hand, for large firms the joint effect is significant

as indicated by the coefficient on F × PreviousLoan D F × SME .

Finally, we perform two placebo exercises to further confirm the robustness of our results.

In the first exercise, in column (6), we randomly modify bank ownership for each information

request. We set the probability of foreign bank ownership such that the share of information

requests made by foreign banks is preserved.13 None of the coefficients displayed is statistically

significant. In the second exercise, in column (7), we restrict our sample to two large Brazilian

domestic banks of somewhat similar size. We take one of them to play the falsified role of

a foreign bank whereas the other defines the basal category. Again, there is no statistically

significant coefficient displayed.14 The results of the two placebo exercises are consistent with

the view that it is the bank ownership characteristic that drives the informational asymmetric

problems underlying our previous results.

no longer satisfy the noncurrent borrower criteria when submitting subsequent loan requests
13According to Table 2, 27,2% of loan information requests are filed by foreign owned banks.
14Please note that the variable F has a different definition in columns (6) and (7) from the standard definition

employed so far.
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Table 6: Robustness exercises. Dependent variable: LoanGrantedfbt

Errors

clustered at

the bank

level

SME

defined

according

to gross

revenues

and total

assets

Recent

loans

computed

over the

last 6

months

No

recently

denied

recurrent

applicants

Previous

new loans

split in

three

groups

Placebo:

bank

ownership

randomly

assigned

Placebo:

Sample

restricted

to two

similar

domestic

banks

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Fb • SMEf 0.004 -0.005 0.003 0.020 0.004 0.002 -0.013

Fb • PreviousLoan Dft 0.001 -0.002 -0.002 -0.025 0.002 0.000 0.021

Fb • PreviousLoan Dft • SMEf 0.025∗∗ 0.020∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗ 0.041∗ 0.024∗∗∗ 0.004 0.016

Fb • PreviousLoan Fft 0.017∗ 0.003 0.021∗∗∗ 0.086∗∗∗ 0.019∗ 0.005 0.028

Fb • PreviousLoan Fft • SMEf -0.005 0.011 -0.008 -0.018 -0.005 0.005 -0.005

Fb • PreviousLoan D Fft 0.017∗∗

Fb•PreviousLoan D Fft•SMEf 0.018

Bank controls: Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fixed effects:

Month - - - - - - -

Bank Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm - - - - - - -

Firm-month Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank-month No No No No No No No

Observations 101,067 101,067 99,020 13,091 101,067 101,067

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the bank-month level. ***, **, and * indicate statistical

significance at, respectively, 1%, 5%, and 10% levels.
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7 Conclusion

We have shown that foreign banks can mitigate informational barriers by observing their private

domestic peers’ recent behavior. Recent loans of SME firms with private domestic banks are

specially valuable since the latter are at comparative advantage in evaluating informationally

opaque SME firms. In this regard, our results are adherent to the vast literature that documents

foreign bank disadvantages in assessing prospects of borrowers dependent on soft information

and relationship lending. In a way, the mechanism we claim foreign banks resort to cope with

this disadvantage could be seen as a reliance on the “hardening” of soft information carried

out by the group of banks better equipped to that task. Recent loans is indeed a piece of

information easily communicated and verified across jurisdictions so that the agency problems

of foreign banks should not preclude or interfere in the full use of such information.

Through proxies of loan applications made by noncurrent borrowers, we estimate the im-

pact that the existence of new loans in the last three months have on the probability that a

loan is granted. For SME loan applicants, this probability can increase up to 22% more for

foreign banks in comparison to private domestic ones, if the recent loans were granted by do-

mestic banks. This finding is robust to different definitions and specifications underlying our

estimations.

As far as policy implications are concerned, our results point, at a general level, to the need

of reducing informational barriers across bank ownership types. Thus, more available public

information at the firm level, for example through positive credit bureaus, may alleviate infor-

mational constraints and balance the playing field across lenders. In particular, the availability

of aggregate borrower information by banks’ ownership type could substantially affect foreign

banks’ loan supply, according to the result of this paper. On the other hand, it is worth remark-

ing that the mechanism we unveil in this paper brings together often the concept of fragility

(Bikhchandani et al., 1992). In other words, a shock to the risk of a SME borrower as perceived

by domestic banks (and that make them alter their loan decisions towards this borrower) are

effectively transmitted to the remaining group of foreign banks, so that the consequences to the

borrower are amplified even if the original shock was not grounded on solid evidence. A policy

maker should therefore be mindful of this sort of fragility underlying the banking credit market

in situations where there is evidence that a group of banks follows another to some reasonable

degree.
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